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Introduction:

A tech fest is an event that brings together students and technology enthusiasts to showcase their
innovations and knowledge in various fields of engineering and technology. The fest creates a platform
for students to showcase their ideas and learn about emerging technologies. In this report, there is
the description report of recent tech fest held in an Apollo Institute of Engineering and Technology
(AIET).

Tech fests are the hallmark of
engineering colleges, and they
play a significant role in
showcasing the skills, talents,
and innovations of students.
They provide an excellent
platform for students to
showcase their technical
prowess and creativity. In this
report, we will discuss the
highlights of the recently concluded tech fest at an engineering college.

Event Details:

The tech fest was organized by the college's engineering department and held over three days, from
24th April 2023 -26th April 2023. The event was open to students from different colleges across the
state, and many students took part in various competitions and exhibitions.

The tech fest was held over three days, and it saw a tremendous turnout from students across various
disciplines. The event was inaugurated by the college principal, who stressed the importance of such
events in nurturing the innovative and creative spirit of students. The fest had a plethora of events,
including technical paper presentations, coding contests, robotics competitions, and workshops.

The fest had multiple events, including paper presentations, technical quizzes, coding competitions,
and robotics competitions, along with technical events, Non Technical Events were also organized.
The fest provided a perfect platform for students to showcase their skills, gain experience, and interact
with industry experts.

Technical Quizzes:The technical quizzes tested the students' knowledge in various fields of
engineering and technology. The quizzes were conducted in teams, and the questions were



challenging and thought-provoking. The teams had to answer the questions in a limited time, which
added to the excitement of the event. The winners of the technical quizzes received certificates and
prizes.

Coding Competitions:

The coding competitions tested the students' programming skills. The students had to solve
programming problems using different programming languages. The competition was fierce, and the
students had to showcase their skills under pressure. The competition helped the students enhance
their programming skills and learn from their peers.

The coding contests were another highlight of the tech fest. The contests were held in various
programming languages, including C++, Python, and Java. The coding challenges were designed to test
the programming skills and problem-solving abilities of the participants. The contests were conducted
in two rounds, with the top performers from the first round qualifying for the second round. The
coding contests saw intense competition, with participants coming up with innovative solutions to the
problems.

Robotics Competitions:

The robotics competition was one of the most exciting events of the fest. The students had to design
and program robots that could perform different tasks, such as picking up objects and moving them
to a different location. The robots were judged based on their design, functionality, and efficiency.
The competition was a great way for students to learn about robotics and showcase their skills.

Workshop:

The tech fest also had workshops on various emerging technologies, including CAD, 3D printer,artificial
intelligence, machine learning, and internet of things. The workshops were conducted by industry



experts and professors from the college. The workshops were aimed at providing hands-on experience
to students on the latest technologies and trends in the industry. The workshops were well received
by the students, who appreciated the opportunity to learn from experts in the field.

Keynote Speakers:

The fest had several keynote speakers who delivered lectures on various topics related to engineering
and technology. The speakers were industry experts and had vast experience in their respective fields.
The lectures were informative and engaging, and the students had the opportunity to ask questions
and interact with the speakers.

Conclusion:

The tech fest was a resounding success, with students showcasing their technical prowess and
creativity in various events. The event provided an excellent platform for students to learn, innovate,
and network with their peers and industry experts. The quality of the presentations, the intensity of
the competitions, and the level of engagement in the workshops were a testament to the talent and
potential of the students.

The college must continue to organize such events in the future to encourage and nurture the
innovative and creative spirit of students. The tech fest was a huge success, and it provided a platform



for students to showcase their skills and learn about emerging technologies. The fest helped students
gain practical experience and interact with industry experts.

The event was an excellent opportunity for the students to network and learn from their peers. The
fest helped foster a culture of innovation and creativity among the students and provided them with
an opportunity to contribute to the development of the field of engineering and technology.




